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Light on a Distant Hill

2010-12-07

in 1876 sixteen year old mail order bride ellen o hara sets off westward from salina kansas to meet her husband to be a cavalry

officer stationed at fort walla walla in washington territory en route her traveling party is attacked by indians near elko nevada

badly wounded ellen can think of nothing more than heading north to her fianc but she wanders off into the wilderness and

disappears eventually found near death by a band of shoshone indians she becomes immersed in a doomed alien culture she

grows to admire knowing tragedy is in their future she fights against her own race for the survival of her new friendsand for her

man the shoshone chief bear paw when she is returned to white society and on trial for murder she must choosebetween the

culture she was born to and the one in which she became a woman between the man she was promised to and the man she has

grown to love bill scott author light on a distant hill winner of the 2011 willa literary award for original soft cover fiction by women

writing the west

In the Distance

2024-03-05

the first novel by the pulitzer prize winning author of trust an exquisite and blisteringly intelligent story of a young swedish boy

separated from his brother who becomes a legend and an outlaw a young swedish immigrant finds himself penniless and alone in

california the boy travels east in search of his brother moving on foot against the great current of emigrants pushing west driven

back again and again he meets naturalists criminals religious fanatics swindlers indians and lawmen and his exploits turn him into

a legend diaz defies the conventions of historical fiction and genre offering a probing look at the stereotypes that populate our

past and a portrait of radical foreignness

Echoes of a Distant Summer

2011-10-12

you done lived a tough life boy and i know i m part responsible for that i ain t askin you to excuse me or forgive me just know i

did the best i knew to do i was just tryin to make you tough enough to deal with the world to stand tall among men i knew you

had to be strong and have yo own mind you were preparing me for war grandfather guy johnson the author of the critically

acclaimed debut standing at the scratch line continues the tremain family saga jackson st clair tremain hasn t spoken to his

grandfather king in nearly twenty years disgusted by the violence and bloodlust that seemed to be his grandfather s way of life

jackson chose to distance himself from king and live a simpler life but now king is gravely ill and his impending death places

jackson s life as well as those of his family and friends in jeopardy reluctantly jackson travels to mexico to see king but after a

brief reconciliation his grandfather is assassinated and jackson suspects that his grandmother serena may have had a hand in it

jackson takes control of king s organization and as he does he reflects on the summers he spent in mexico as a child and the
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lessons he learned there at the knee of his strong willed complex grandfather in echoes of a distant summer guy johnson

introduces us to a new hero jackson st clair tremain who learns that like his grandfather he must be willing to protect those he

loves at all costs

A Distant Technology

1999

science fiction films celebrate and critique the impact of a burgeoning technology on the world s cultural political and social milieu

the machine age roughly delineated by the two decades between world wars was a watershed period during which modern

society entered into an ambiguous embrace with technology that continues today j p telotte carefully blends film technology

cultural and genre studies to illuminate this nearly forgotten era in our cinematic history and to show through analysis of classics

like the invisible ray metropolis and things to come how technology played a major role as motif actor and producer what he also

discovers as he ranges among the american british russian french and german science fiction cinema as well as mainstream films

figures and cultural products such as the new york world s fair is a fundamental ambivalence embedded in the films themselves

about the very machine age ethos they promoted even as advances in the technical apparatus of filmmaking elevated it from

mere entertainment to a medium of general communication and genuine artistic expression machine age science fiction films

remained curiously distant from and often skeptical of the very machines on which their narratives focus the resulting tensions

telotte writes thus seem to intersect with those implicit in a western world that was struggling with its own transition into the

modern rendering the films task inevitably paradoxical and difficult

Gravity of a Distant Sun

2020-02-18

adda and iridian have survived the murderous ai that tried to kill them in barbary station and an evil megacorporation in mutiny at

vesta but now they ll need all of their ingenuity to make it to the end of this epic trilogy adda karpe and iridian nassir are on the

run both from the authorities who want to imprison them and the artificial intelligence that want to control their minds trapped on a

desolate black market space station on the edge of jupiter they re nearly out of allies and out of luck now they have one last shot

to find a safe haven where they can live together in peace across the interstellar bridge to another galaxy getting onto that

mission will take everything they ve got and more but on the other side of that bridge lies the life they ve always dreamed of if

they can survive long enough to reach it

A Distant Harbour

2010-12-30

a story of seafaring men and the women who love them by the author of the red shawl captain david fernley has made and lost a

fortune in the whaling trade fishing the frozen arctic wastes from the yorkshire port of whitby then his erring wife and best friend
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die in an accident at sea

From a Distant Star

2015

seventeen year old emma was the only one who hadn t given up on her boyfriend lucas everyone else his family his friends his

doctors was convinced that any moment could be his last so when lucas miraculously returns from the brink of death emma

thinks her prayers have been answered as the surprised town rejoices emma begins to question whether lucas is the same boy

she s always known when she finds an unidentifiable object on his family s farm and government agents come to claim it she

begins to suspect that nothing is what it seems emma s out of this world discovery may be the key to setting things right but only

if she and lucas can evade the agents who are after what they have with all her hopes and dreams on the line emma sets out to

save the boy she loves and with a little help from a distant star she might just have a chance at making those dreams come true

Dawn on a Distant Shore

2010-08-25

sara donati s debut novel into the wilderness was hailed as epic in scope emotionally intense an enrapturing grand adventure

bookpage and a captivating saga definitely the romance of the year when it comes to transcending genre boundaries booklist

author diana gabaldon called it one of those rare stories that let you breathe the air of another time and leave your footprints on

the snow of a wild strange place now in her second novel this award winning master storyteller once again blends fact and fiction

and re creates her beloved characters from into the wilderness in an eloquent enthralling tale of romance and adventure elizabeth

and nathaniel bonner have settled into their life together at the edge of the new york wilderness in the winter of 1794 when

elizabeth gives birth to healthy twins but soon the events in canada draw nathaniel far away from his new family word has

reached them that nathaniel s father has been arrested by crown officials in british canada nathaniel reluctantly leaves hidden

wolf mountain to set out for the distant city determined to see his father freed instead nathaniel is imprisoned and finds himself in

imminent danger of being hanged as an american spy in a desperate bid to save her husband elizabeth bundles her infants and

sets out on the long trek to montreal accompanied by her stepdaughter hannah their wise friend curiosity freeman and runs from

bears a mohawk warrior and lifelong friend of nathaniel s elizabeth journeys through the snowy wilderness and across

treacherous waterways but she soon discovers that freeing nathaniel will take every ounce of her courage and inventiveness it is

a struggle that threatens her with the loss of what she loves most her children torn apart the bonners must embark on yet another

perilous voyage this time all the way across the ocean to the heart of scotland where a wealthy earl claims kinship with nathaniel

s father hawkeye in his heart the mahican tribe of hawkeye s youth is the truest kin he will ever know just as nathaniel will always

remain loyal to the mohawk nation but with this journey a whole new world opens up to nathaniel and elizabeth and a destiny

they could never have imagined awaits them a sweeping epic of romance and adventure dawn on a distant shore establishes

sara donati as one of today s most gifted storytellers with well drawn characters and an evocative love story that is intricately

woven into the rich history of our nation s past this extraordinary novel will enthrall readers like few others and sweep them away
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to a whole other time and place a sweeping epic of romance and adventure dawn on a distant shore establishes sara donati as

one of today s most gifted storytellers with well drawn characters and an evocative love story that is intricately woven into the

history of our nation s past this extraordinary novel will enthrall readers like few others and sweep them away to a whole other

time and place

A Distant Flame

2011

with an attention to historical detail that brings the past powerfully to the present philip lee williams s novel reveals a journey of

redemption from the civil war s fields of fire to the slow steps of old age winner of the 2004 michael shaara prize for the best civil

war novel

In The Grip Of The Distant Universe: The Science Of Inertia

2006-06-01

this is a book about the history of the science of inertia nobody denies the existence of the forces of inertia but they are branded

as fictitious because they do not fit smoothly into modern physics named by kepler and given mathematical form by newton the

force of inertia remains aloof because it has no obvious local cause at the end of the 19th century ernst mach bravely claimed

that the inertia of an object was the result of its instantaneous interaction with all matter in the universe many other well known

physicists including aristotle galileo descartes and einstein are shown to have tackled this difficult subject the book also

concentrates on inertia research in the 20th century taking place under the shadow of general relativity which is seen as

uncomfortable with mach s principle a newtonian paradigm based on action at a distance forces is discussed throughout the book

allowing the revival of mach s principle as the only coherent explanation of the inertia forces which play such an important role in

the laboratory and in the cosmos

A Distant Shore

2010-11-30

the english village is a place where people come to lick their wounds dorothy has walked away from a bad thirty year marriage an

affair gone sour and a dangerous obsession between her visits to the doctor and the music lessons she gives to bored teenagers

she is trying to rebuild a life it s not immediately clear why her neighbour solomon is living in the village but his african origin

suggests a complex history that is at odds with his dull routine of washing the car and making short trips to the supermarket

though all he has in common with the english is a shared language it soon becomes clear that solomon hopes that his new

country will provide him with a safe haven gradually they establish a form of comfort in each other s presence that alleviates the

isolation they both feel
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The Loneliness of Distant Beings

2016-05-19

choice is rebellion love is an anomaly and freedom freedom is dangerous the perfect read for fans of veronica roth and beth revis

it is that quick that strong that beautiful and it is also totally impossible even though she knows it s impossible seren longs to

have the sunshine on her skin it s something she feels she needs to stay sane but when you re hurtling through space at

thousands of kilometres an hour sometimes you have to accept there are things you cannot change except that the arrival of dom

in her life changes everything in ways she can barely comprehend he becomes the sun for her and she can t help but stay in his

orbit to lose him would be like losing herself

On a Distant Island

2002

in this installment of the beloved isabel dalhousie series isabel is called upon to navigate complex social situations both at home

and in her community a new baby brings an abundance of joy to isabel and her husband jamie but almost four year old charlie

refuses to acknowledge magnus and isabel struggles to impress upon her older son the patience and understanding that have

guided her throughout her own life these are the very qualities that bring bea shandon an old acquaintance to seek isabel s help

something of a matchmaker bea has introduced a wealthy female friend to a cosmetic surgeon but soon uncovers information

leading her to doubt his motives isabel agrees to find out more but as her enquiries take an unexpected turn she starts to wonder

whom exactly she should be investigating as ever isabel s intelligence wit and empathy come to her aid as she grapples with

issues like friendship and its duties the obligation of truthfulness and the importance of perspective

A Distant View of Everything

2017-07-18

the enchanting jingera trilogy concludes with a heart rending story of love and the callous twists of fate back in 1958 nine year old

zidra vincent met jim cadwallader for the first time thirteen years later their bond of friendship forged during a childhood in the

beautiful coastal town of jingera is still strong but is friendship all they dream of jim is now a respected war correspondent in

cambodia though he has plans to come home for good because there is something very important he wants to say to zidra zidra

meanwhile is an ambitious reporter at the sydney morning chronicle and the seeds of a major story have just landed in her lap life

is looking good if only she could share it with the man who knows her best then while at work in the newsroom one morning zidra

catches sight of a wire service bulletin of a story out of cambodia the body of a western journalist has been discovered near

phnom penh and her world collapses around her
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A Distant Land

2012

a complete overview of distant automatic speech recognition the performance of conventional automatic speech recognition asr

systems degrades dramatically as soon as the microphone is moved away from the mouth of the speaker this is due to a broad

variety of effects such as background noise overlapping speech from other speakers and reverberation while traditional asr

systems underperform for speech captured with far field sensors there are a number of novel techniques within the recognition

system as well as techniques developed in other areas of signal processing that can mitigate the deleterious effects of noise and

reverberation as well as separating speech from overlapping speakers distant speech recognitionpresents a contemporary and

comprehensive description of both theoretic abstraction and practical issues inherent in the distant asr problem key features

covers the entire topic of distant asr and offers practical solutions to overcome the problems related to it provides documentation

and sample scripts to enable readers to construct state of the art distant speech recognition systems gives relevant background

information in acoustics and filter techniques explains the extraction and enhancement of classification relevant speech features

describes maximum likelihood as well as discriminative parameter estimation and maximum likelihood normalization techniques

discusses the use of multi microphone configurations for speaker tracking and channel combination presents several applications

of the methods and technologies described in this book accompanying website with open source software and tools to construct

state of the art distant speech recognition systems this reference will be an invaluable resource for researchers developers

engineers and other professionals as well as advanced students in speech technology signal processing acoustics statistics and

artificial intelligence fields

Dawn on a Distant Shore

2002

a forbidden love a vow of revenge and an empire on the brink of war set at the end of the nineteenth century this sweeping epic

love story traces the doomed relationship of two young people against the backdrop of a british empire bracing itself against

political opposition as a boy frank had to leave his beloved india when his mother was assaulted by a british officer and

accidentally shot when frank tried to intervene after his father dies of shame and a broken heart frank must make his way to

england sustained only by the determination to revenge himself on the man responsible for destroying his family as soon as he s

old enough to become a soldier himself grace is the privileged daughter of an industrial magnate but following her heart and her

head makes her a champion of those oppressed by masters of the empire like her father and so she too finds she has lost her

family as the pair fall in love there is only one thing standing in the way of true happiness frank s vow of revenge

Distant Speech Recognition

2009-04-20
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from one of the original masters of romance new york times bestselling author small invites readers back to the magical sensual

world of hetar reissue

Distant Thunder

2012-03-01

the fourteenth century was a time of fabled crusades and chivalry glittering cathedrals and grand castles it was also a time of

ferocity and spiritual agony a world of chaos and the plague here barbara tuchman masterfully reveals the two contradictory

images of the age examining the great rhythms of history and the grain and texture of domestic life as it was lived what childhood

was like what marriage meant how money taxes and war dominated the lives of serf noble and clergy alike granting her subjects

their loyalties treacheries and guilty passions tuchman recreates the lives of proud cardinals university scholars grocers and clerks

saints and mystics lawyers and mercenaries and above all knights the result is an astonishing reflection of medieval europe a

historical tour de force

A Distant Tomorrow

2012-02-28

in 1928 sydney australia an irish school girl finds new hope after polio and personal tragedy while playing cello in a string quartet

the author s love for and extensive knowledge of music fine arts and literature shines through the landscapes are vast and vivid

the seasons sensory and real and the emotional journey heart wrenching some of the most profound considerations on the

meaning of suffering and understanding others making allowances for their faults goodreadingguide com publisher description

australia promised a fresh start for lucy straughan and her father when they fled war torn ireland instead lucy was stricken by

polio having mastered the cello during her prolonged confinement lucy is now fifteen lonely and full of questions suddenly she is

thrust into a string quartet and meets quixotic della sotheby hot headed pim connolly and precocious phoebe raye the experience

transforms each of their lives as they forge friendships and share not a few family secrets set against the vivid background of

1920s sydney a distant prospect is an intimate hilarious and ultimately deeply moving coming of age adventure told with a touch

of poetry by a quintessentially irish narrator

A Distant Mirror

2017-10-05

the author who is unparalleled in the world of romantic fiction beautifully evokes all the complexities of modern day india and the

human heart kristan higgins her name means miracle in sanskrit and to her parents that s exactly what kimaya is the first baby to

survive after several miscarriages kimi grows up in a mansion at the top of mumbai s pali hill surrounded by love and privilege but

at eleven years old she develops a rare illness that requires her to be confined to a germ free ivory tower in her home with only

the arabian sea churning outside her window for company until one person dares venture into her world tasked at fourteen years
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old with supporting his family rahul savant shows up to wash kimi s windows and an unlikely friendship develops across the

plastic curtain of her isolation room as years pass rahul becomes kimi s eyes to the outside world and she becomes his

inspiration to better himself by enrolling in the police force but when a life saving heart transplant offers the chance of a real

future both must face all that ties them together and all that keeps them apart praise for sonali dev and a change of heart in dev

s seductive and complex story of love lost and then found one layer of mystery leads to the next will hold a permanent place in

readers hearts publishers weekly starred review mystery adventure and romance are spiced with bollywood glamour in this heart

stopping novel riveting kirkus reviews starred review

A Distant Prospect

2012-12-08

tells of a company of u s cavalry in arizona in the 1880s and their part in the wars against the chiricahua apaches

Report on the meteorology of India

1887

popular science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world the core belief that

popular science and our readers share the future is going to be better and science and technology are the driving forces that will

help make it better

A Distant Heart

2017-12-26

orphaned by the ravages of a disease caused by a curse from the chief forced to flee the raids on their remote village in southern

zambia a flight through dangerous terrain and forests filled with wild animals waiting for their next prey crossing of crocodile

infested rivers tragically separated from two younger siblings finally being smuggled and sold into the sex trade in south africa

never would the lives of two innocent young girls ever be the same again

A Distant Trumpet

1991

popular mechanics inspires instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world whether it s practical diy home

improvement tips gadgets and digital technology information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science pm is the

ultimate guide to our high tech lifestyle
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The Working and Management of an English Railway

1890

contains twenty four short stories by american cult figure paul bowles

Popular Science

1923-05

no rest for the weary captain daniel leary and his friend the spy adele mundy have been in the front lines of cinnabar s struggle

against the totalitarian alliance now these galactic superpowers have signed a peace of mutual exhaustion but the jackals are

moving in the republic of cinnabar was on the verge of collapse under the weight of taxes casualties and war s disruption of trade

that the alliance of free stars was in even worse condition helped only because it has made peace possible years of war have

been hard on daniel and harder still on adele whose life outside information gathering is a tightrope between despair and deadly

violence their masters in the rcn and the republic s intelligence service have sent them to the fringes of human space to relax

away from danger but the barbarians of the outer reaches have their own plans plans which will bring down both cinnabar and

the alliance the enemies of peace include traitors giant reptiles and barbarian pirates whose ships can outsail even daniel leary s

splendid corvette the princess cecile unless daniel adele and their unlikely allies succeed galactic civilization will disintegrate into

blood and chaos so they will succeed¾or they ll die trying at the publisher s request this title is sold without drm digital rights

management

Documents of the Assembly of the State of New York

1896

chris burkard s photographs are punctuated by energized landscapes and moments of bliss by adventure seeking surfers and

images of natural serenity with the ocean as his main muse burkard in distant shores has consistently captured this subject in

timeless and expansive photographic impressions he has focused on the sport and art of surfing as a bridge between the

comparatively humble human figure and awe inspiring powerful natural landscapes distant shores is an impressive photographic

record of burkard s search for wild remote surfing destinations around the globe he has spent more than a decade on this quest

and in the process has established himself as a major photographer in the surf outdoor and adventure communities as well as a

chronicler of some of the most beautiful natural phenomena in the world

Distant Howls of the Raging Beast

2012-02-21

one evening artist ewan jones notices a brilliant emerald green object hurtling from the heights of the seaside mountain called the
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rock and he becomes obsessed with finding it despite all obstacles a beautifully written allegory of spiritual quest that will attract

all truth seekers

Popular Mechanics

1929-08

the book that s changing readers lives part adventure yarn part morality tale this enchanting novel tells the story of one boy s

inspiring quest of self discovery a powerfully simple tale with soul stirring wisdom that is both poetic practical and deeply thought

provoking yet its lessons offer hope happiness and help

A Distant Episode

1988

the author of ship models from kits has brought nautical scenes to life in his latest book daily record this book is about the art of

displaying waterline models by their very nature ship models that do not show the full hull and are not mounted on an artificial

stand cry out for a realistic setting at its most basic this can be just a representation of the sea itself but to give the model a

context to tell some sort of story is far more challenging in a diorama the composition is a vital element and this book devotes

much of its space to what works and what does not and illustrates with photographic examples why the best maritime dioramas

have visual power and how to achieve that impact individual chapters explore themes like having small craft in attendance on the

main subject multiple model scenarios dockyards and naval bases and the difficulties of replicating naval combat realistically it

also looks at both extremes of modelmaking ambition the small single ship exposition and the largest most ambitious projects of

the kind meant for museum display the book concludes with some of the most advanced concepts of how to create drama and

the illusion of movement and how to manipulate perspective david griffith s book is compelling and inspiring littered with practical

examples of work in progress simple dioramas to the most complex i highly recommend it to all ship modellers without hesitation

scale modelling now

What Distant Deeps

2010-09-01

The American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures

1885
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Distant Shores

2020-09-15

A Distant Shore

1994

Proceedings of the Common Council of the City of Buffalo, ...

1891

The Moonstone

1874

Autobiography and Personal Recollections of John Lemley, Editor of the Zion's

Watchman

1886

A Manual of Diseases of the Nervous System

1893

On a Distant Sun

2020-06-08

Ship Dioramas

2013-10-17
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